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Abstract
In this study, the homogeneity of annual precipitation and temperature in Iraq were examined for
the periods 1981-2010 and 1971-2010, respectively in terms of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) and
their link to climate change. Observational data of precipitation and temperature were provided by
Iraqi meteorological stations along with information on GHG concentrations from the Emission
Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR V4.3.2). The homogeneity characterisations
of both precipitation and temperature were undertaken, noting that precipitation was homogeneous
over the period of study, whereas, temperature, on the other hand, had breakpoints for the
meteorological stations investigated. The Mann-Kendall test was performed to determine the trend
and magnitude of changes in climate conditions. The time series for precipitation showed a
significant decline trend in six stations. However, temperature had a slight trend throughout the
period of study. The annual time series of GHG emissions in Iraq and the link with the country’s
climate was also investigated in this study indicating that the time series of N2O and CO2 increased
over time, but CH4 decreased over the same period. The correlation coefficient values of both
temperature and GHG were substantial and were found to increase in the southern stations, given
the abundance of intense heat and industrial activities, while the relationship between GHG and
precipitation were found to be low. Accordingly, GHG emissions have a direct link with the
climatic conditions in Iraq due to the development and contribution of various industries, oil
refineries, pollutants and population growth that contributed towards climatic change in Iraq.

Keywords: Iraq, Precipitation, Temperature, Homogeneity, Greenhouse, Mann-Kendall, Climate
change.

1. Introduction
The study of climate change in Iraq is very
important. Decreasing rainfall, increasing
temperatures and extreme heat waves,
frequent dust storms, and drought are all
indexes of climate change contributed by oil
factories and refineries, coal energy plants,
pollution and population growth causing the
rise in GHG emissions. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC, 2001) of the United Nations (UN),
climate change is the phenomenon associated
with increasing of the average air
temperature, including that of rising
temperature in oceans. The greenhouse effect
is the phenomenon that is accrued when
water vapour (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2)
and other atmospheric gases absorb the
outgoing infrared radiation causing global
temperatures to rise (IPCC, 2007).
The increase in CO2, CH4, and N2O
*Corresponding author:

emissions are important factors in GHGs.
Many studies have identified the relationship
between CO2 concentrations and air
temperature. Florides and Christodoulides
(2009) found that concentrations of CO2 gas
were
higher
compared
to
normal
concentration levels, although temperatures
significantly fluctuated. Methane (CH4), the
second most important greenhouse gas has an
indirect effect on these concentrations in the
Ozone layer and water vapour in the
stratosphere (Harvey and Huang, 1995).
Whereas, N2O is one of the trace gases that
play an important role in global warming, it
is responsible for the degradation of the
Ozone layer. Indeed, the concentration of
N2O has been increasing over many decades.
N2O is responsible for Nitrogen (N) found in
the soil, which is dissolved by rain and
absorbed in the soil. N2O has afforded greater
jasimkhalel77@yahoo.com
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global warming effects compared to CO2,
contributing to climate change (Reay et al.,
2012).
Alsarmi and Washington (2011) explored
climate change in the Arabian Peninsula,
finding that there were many factors
attributed to climate change in mid-1997 due
to the El-Nino effect. Similarly, climate
change in the context of river flow was
explored by Adamo et al. (2018) in the
Tigris, and Euphrates river basins, given the
decreasing rainfall in the areas and increasing
temperatures caused drought and frequent
sand storms; that are also considered to be
climate change indexes. Whereas, Zakaria et
al. (2013) predicted significant problems for
society in Iraq given rising sea levels in the
Arabian Gulf region, causing a steady
increase in the salinity of Iraqi rivers. Awadh
and Ahmed (2013) examined the trend of
three
climatological
parameters
(i.e.
temperature, evaporation, and precipitation)
of four meteorological stations in Iraq,
finding that both temperature and
evaporation had increased over time, whereas
precipitation had decreased. Also, CO2 was
most dominant in terms of Iraqi
climatological parameters. Two time periods
1998-1999 and 2007-2008 pointed significant
droughts in Iraq, the more intense of which
was on the south-western parts (Hameed et
al., 2018). Both drought and salinization of
water in Iraq rivers was mainly due to the
construction of dams along the Tigris river in
Turkey, which was also considered to be an
important environmental challenge in the
middle-southern parts of Iraq (Ali, 2019).
The homogeneity tests for a time series
detects a change along a time series to
indicate the change points. Agha et al. (2017)
used four tests to assess the homogeneity of
annual and seasonal precipitation in northern
Iraq where they found that the precipitation
was homogeneous based on three tests, and
with only two stations having breakpoints in
the fourth test. Zhang et al. (2005) studied the
homogeneity of the mean daily temperature
of 15 countries in the Middle East region

between 1950 and 2003, with the results
spatially coherent with the trend associated
with temperature during this period. Also,
Stephenson et al. (2013) examined mean
temperature and precipitation extremes for
the Caribbean region with the results
indicating inhomogeneous temperature and
precipitation.
In contrast, the Mann-Kendall test was
performed by Tan et al. (2019) to identify the
trends of temperature and precipitation
extremes in Malaysia. The test indicated a
non-significant trend in all annual climate
extremes. Ali et al. (2019) studied the flow
change in the Zab River in northern Iraq,
finding a declining trend in the annual and
individual months, which were consistent
with decreasing precipitation in the Iraqi
region.
Accordingly, this study points to changes in
Iraqi climate variables by applying
homogeneity and trend tests and indicating
the link between the GHG emissions and
Iraqi annual precipitation and temperature.
2. Iraqi climatological characteristics
Iraq is located in the south-western region of
Asia. Having vast mountainous areas which
cover the north and north-eastern areas of
Iraq, the plain region extends from the
middle to the southern region, while the
desert covers the western region (Figure 1).
The central and southern regions of Iraq are
characterised having low precipitation (100200 mm/year), intensifying in northern Iraq
reaching to about 1000 mm/year. About 90%
of the annual rainfall for Iraq is recorded in
the winter months between December and
March. The other months, especially the most
heated months in summer, are extremely dry
(Al-Falahi 2008). The minimum temperature
during winter is near freezing in the northern
and north-eastern parts of the country,
while the temperature varies between 4 °C
and 5 °C in the alluvial plains of southern
Iraq. During summer, minimum temperatures
vary between 22.2 °C and 29 °C (Salar,
2013).
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Figu
ure 1. The Iraq
qi political and ggeographic map
p with weather stations (SRTM
M, 90 m).

3. Daata and meth
hodology
The Iraqi meeteorological organisaation
proviided observaational data of
o Iraq’s annnual
precippitation andd temperaturre. Precipitaation
data were used for
f 18 stations spanningg the
period betweenn 1981 an
nd 2010, and
tempeerature data were used for 8 out off the
18 staations coveriing the perio
od between 11971
and 22010. The Pettitt's Tesst (Pettit, 19979)
includded in the XLST
TAT softw
ware
(httpss://www.xlsttat.com) add
ded to Microosoft
Excell was used to detect the point of chaange
and
in the time seriees of both precipitation
p
h
y of
tempeerature to iddentify the homogeneity
the ttime series for the two
o climatologgical
param
meters at a 955% confiden
nce level.
Mannn-Kendall iss a non-paraametric test for
determ
mining the time series trend, the test
comppares the datta magnitudee rather thann the
valuees. Mann-Keendall, whicch is Microosoft
Excell add-in, was
w
used to
t detect trrend
compponents in the preecipitation and
tempeerature timee series (Sallmi, 2002). The
annuaal data of GHG
G
and its various souurces
were provided byy the Emission Databasee for
Globaal Atmosphheric Research (EDG
GAR
V4.3..2) (Janssenne-Maenhoutt et al., 20019)
representing the period betw
ween 1970 and
2012, and plottedd using Orig
gin 8.5 softw
ware
(Figuures 6 and 7)). A Pearson correlation was
used to calculaate the lineear relationsship
betweeen the two
t
Iraqi meteorologgical

parameters and
a GHG conncentrations.
4. Results
4-1 Iraqi prrecipitation hhomogeneitty
In this research study, annual preccipitation
homogeneity
y in Iraq waas investigatted for a
total of 18
8 stations, ccovering the period
between 1981 and 20110. The preccipitation
stations werre divided innto three gro
oups (six
stations inclu
uded in eachh group) according to
their location (i.e. northh, middle, an
nd south).
The northern
n mountainou
ous stations (Figure 2)
had one meean value allong the tim
me series
period (hom
mogenous), the Sulaim
mania in
north-eastern
n area of Iraaqi had the maximum
m
value for annual
a
preccipitation (150 mm)
recorded in 1992, whichh is considerred as the
maximum volume of raiinfall per yeaar for the
northern stations (Figure
re 2c). The minimum
m
value was recorded
r
at Mosul statiion (10.9
mm). Most of
o the northeern stations in
ncluded a
three-point period in tiime for preccipitation
(1983-1988, 1990-19988, and 200
00-2008),
referring to the frequenccy of precipitation of
around eigh
ht years, butt with very few rain
showers in 1999 and 2009. Thee middle
stations (Fig
gure 3) were homogenous (having
one mean value). Here
re, the midd
dle three
stations locaated above the Baghdaad station
(Kirkuk, Baiiji, Tikrit) (FFigure 3(a-b, e)) had a
similar ch
haracterisatioon regardiing the
minimum precipitationn years, with
w
the
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periodiciity of the noorth stationss having lesss
average rainfall.
Kirkuk sstation had a maximum rainfall
r
valuee
of (85.8 mm), whilee the other three middlee
stations had a different
d
strructure andd
frequenccy from the other three stations. Thee
minimum
m precipitatiion values were
w
recordedd
in 1997 and 2008, with
w the min
nimum valuee
recordedd at the Alhai
A
station
n (2.3 mm
m)
(Figure 3f). The souuthern station
ns (Figure 4 )
were also homoogenous having
h
lesss

c
tto the preevious
precipitation compared
stattions. The minimum pprecipitation
n was
reco
orded at Najjaf station (00.27 mm) in
n 1991
(Fig
gure 4d), wh
hile Amara sstation had a value
of (40.1
(
mm) reecorded in 19998, consideered as
onee of the higheest recorded years in the south
stattions (Figuree 4b).
In summary, precipitatioon in Iraaq is
hom
mogenous, with the characterisations
varrying due to
o the orogrraphy withiin the
perriod of study..

(a))

(b)

(c))

(d)

(e))

(f)

Figure2. T
The homogeneiity of the Iraqi precipitation
p
(nnorth stations) for
f the 1981-2010 period, the ((mu) refer to th
he mean
of the precipitaation.
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(c)

(d))

(e)

(f)
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Figuree 3. The homoogeneity of Iraq
qi precipitation (middle stations) for the 198
81 – 2010 periood, the (mu) reefers to the
mean oof the precipitaation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4. The homogeneeity of the Iraqii precipitation ((south stations)) for the 1981 – 2010 period, the (mu) referss to the
mean of the prrecipitation.
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4-2. IIraqi temperrature homo
ogeneity
Annuual temperrature hom
mogeneity was
exam
mined in this study in the context of IIraq.
Tempperature chaaracterisation
n was identiified
at eigght stations for
f the period between 11971
and 22010. Duringg this period, the temperaature
was inhomogeneeous (Figuree 5), with two
regim
mes of constrruction, and two
t means ((mu)
over this periodd. The annu
ual temperaature
variedd between thhe maximum
m value recorrded
for tthe Basrah station (28
8.2 0C) to the
minim
mum value recorded
r
at th
he Mosul staation
(18.30 0C) (Figuure 5(f and a))
a respectivvely.
Mosuul and Kirkuuk stations (Figure 5 (a,, b))
had tthe same chhange point of variationn, in
whichh the shift period
p
of th
he second m
mean

(mu2) began
n between 19997 and 201
10 (Table
1) since GHG
G could influuence it.
In addition
n, the seccond trend regime
for stations,, Rutbah, N
Nasryia, and
d Basrah,
(Figure 5(d
d, f and hh)) began after
a
the
period betw
ween 1993 aand 2010 (T
Table 1),
while the Baghdad and Alhai statio
ons had a
different tim
me period froom the otherr stations;
the shift tim
me beginningg between 1984
1
and
2010 and between 1995 and
d 2010,
respectively (Table 11). The minimum
m
temperature was recordeed for the yeears 1982
and 1992, which also reported siignificant
precipitation
n. The changges in the tem
mperature
values could
d be attributted to the in
ncrease in
GHGs.

(a)

(b))

(c)

(d))
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 5. The homogeneeity of the Iraqii temperature ( eight stations) for the 1971 – 2010 period, th
the (mu1) refers to the
temperature mean
m
for the firsst period, and (m
mu2) refers to th
he temperature mean for the seecond period.
T
Table 1. The chaange periods off Iraqi temperatture mean (Mu1
1) and (Mu2) fo
or eight temperaature stations.

Stations

(Mu
u1) period

Kirk
kuk

19971-1996

Shift of da
ata
(Mu2)
1997- 2010

Mossul

19971-1996

1997- 2010

Rutb
bah

19971-1992

1993-2010

Bagh
hdad

19971-1983

1984-2010

Alh
hai

19971-1994

1995-2010

Nasrryia

19971-1992

1993-2010

Basrrah

19971-1992

1993-2010

4-3.
T
Trend
coomponent
of
Iraq
qi
precipitation and teemperature
To em
mphasis thee trend of the twoo
climatoloogical param
meters, the Mann-Kendal
M
ll
trend test was undeertaken for the stationss.
Betweenn 1981 annd 2010, the annuaal

precipitation for
f
all 188 meteorological
stattions decreaased. Howeever, at a nonsign
nificant con
nfidence levvel (Sig.) fo
or 12
stattions, the trend showed a significant value
Baiji, Diwaniya,
of 90% for Salahalden,
S
Najjaf, and Karb
bala stationss. Whereas, in the

Investigating the Linkage between Precipitation and Temperature Changes in …

middle of Iraq, the Tikrit station had a
significant negative trend of -0.31 at a 95%
confidence level (Table 2). The minimum
trend (-0.198) presented at the Baghdad
station refers to the precipitation stability at
this station, while the maximum trend of 0.464 at the Alhai station.
The trend for annual temperature between
1971 and 2010 was also investigated. Here,
the temperature trend for eight stations was
shown to be positive, with small slope values
but with a significant confidence level, as

207

shown in Table 3. The Basra station had a
maximum value for the trend 0.09 due to its
location in the south of Iraq, influenced by a
heat wave moving downwards. The GHG
absorbs the long wave of Infrared (IR)
radiation that reflected from the surface of
the earth and increasing the temperature.
In summary, the precipitation and
temperature in Iraq display a trend that could
be influenced by GHGs. GHG emissions and
their influence on the climate in Iraq is
discussed in the following section.

Table 2. Trend of Iraq annual precipitation between 1981 and 2010, *, + refer to 95%, 90% confidence respectively, the
blank cells (Sig.) refer to the confidence level less than 90%.

Stations
Dohok
Zako
Sulaimania
Arbil
Salahalden
Mosul
Kirkuk
Baghdad
Baiji
Tikrit
Alhai
Ramadi
Diwanyia
Omara
Najaf
Basra
Karbala
Nasria

Test Z
-0.21
-1.53
-1.43
-1.03
-1.78
-1.53
-1.57
-1.21
-1.68
-2.09
-1.07
-1.53
-1.86
-1.53
-1.82
-1.50
-1.68
-1.61

Sig.

+

+
*

+
+
+

Q
-0.199
-0.408
-0.337
-0.460
-0.321
-0.376
-0.371
-0.198
-0.306
-0.311
-0.464
-0.364
-0.320
-0.370
-0.318
-0.362
-0.301
-0.370

Table 3. Trend of Iraq annual temperature between 1971 and 2010, *** refers to 99% confidence.

Stations

Test Z

Sig.

Q

Mosul

4.39

***

0.048

Kirkuk

4.05

***

0.040

Baghdad

3.01

**

0.031

Rutba

5.76

***

0.088

Naseryia

5.74

***

0.060

Diwaniya

5.85

***

0.062

Alhai

5.86

***

0.073

Basra

6.23

***

0.092
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(Fig
gure 6). The main sourcee of CH4 in Iraq
I
is
via fugitive em
mission com
mpared with other
the
sou
Further,
urces
(Fig
gure
7b).
con
ncentration of
o CO2 hass increased given
the growth and developm
ment of indu
ustries
and
d transportation modes, considered as
a the
maiin contributting sourcess of CO2 in
n Iraq
(Fig
gure 7c). The positive trend of CO
C 2 is
evident over time
t
which has an ad
dverse
inflluence on cllimatic condditions in Iraaq. In
Fig
gure 7b, some sources doo not appear given
theiir small valu
ues compareed with the other
sou
urces. The correlation
c
bbetween thee two
clim
matological parameters (temperature and
thee
GHG
precipitation) and
three
con
ncentrations are invesstigated in
n the
folllowing sectio
on.

4-4. Greeenhouse Gaases over Ira
aq
Carbon dioxide (CO
O2) Methanee (CH4), andd
Nitrous oxide (N2O)
O GHG em
missions andd
their souurces were innvestigated for
f the periodd
between 1970 and 2012 (Figuress 6 and 7). IIt
was founnd that the N2O concentrrations had a
low valuue compared with the oth
her two gasess,
in whichh the concenntration increeased for thee
same peeriod (Figuree 6). The risiing N2O wass
mainly due to the increase off human andd
agricultuural activitiees; direct soil emissionn
and indiirect N2O em
missions from
m agriculturee
(Figure 77a).
On the other hand, CH4 gas was
w found too
decreasee over the saame period due
d to fewer
er
sources of Methane like in natural wetlandss,
organic w
waste, forestt burning, an
nd fossil fuelss

Figure 6. GHG em
mission (Kton) iin Iraq for the period
p
between 1970 and 20122.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figurre 7. GHG emisssions (Kton) (aa) N2O, (b) CH4 , and (c) CO2 and
a its sources of Iraq for (19770 – 2012) perio
od.
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in the sou
uthern statioons given industrial
i
growth witthin the rregion and human
activities (Fiigure 8c). Ass such, the siignificant
correlation values
v
point ttowards the influence
of GHG on
n climatic cconditions an
nd rising
temperaturess in Iraq.
The relatio
onship bettween preccipitation
and GHG between 1981 an
nd 2010
was examineed for the 188 stations (Fiigure 9(ac)), in wh
hich the coorrelation co
oefficient
between preecipitation aand the thrree GHG
concentration was fouund to be negative
but non-significant. Hoowever, the relation
and GH
between precipitation
p
HG was
consistent with the homogeneeity test
for precipitaation, whichh was found
d to have
greater stab
bility compaared to tem
mperature.
In summarry, GHG impacted climatic
conditions in
i Iraq, conntributing to
o climate
change.

4-5. T
The link bettween tempeerature and
preciipitation witth GHG in Iraq
I
The link bettween tem
mperature and
precippitation andd N2O, CH4, and CO2 are
invesstigated
b
by
applyin
ng
Pearsoon’s
The
correlation
method
(Figure8).
tempeerature in Irraq between 1971 and 22010
had a significant correlation with GHGs and
a positive correllation betweeen temperaature
and N2O conceentrations. The
T
correlaation
valuees increased southwaard given the
abunddance of N2O sources (Figure 8a) . In
contrrast, the tem
mperature had
h
a negaative
correlation with CH4 emisssions but was
signifficant in thhe southern region of Iraq
givenn fewer souurces such as
a wetlands and
agricuultural cropss given the period of drouught
in this periood (Figuree 8b). C
CO2
conceentrations had
h
a significant posiitive
correlation with all
a eight stattions, especiially

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figuree 8. Geographiccal map of Iraq
q. The value insside the map rep
presents the corrrelation value oof the temperatture and (a)
N2O, (b) CH
C 4 and (c) CO
O2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Geographical map
m of Iraq. Th
he value insidee the map repreesents the correelation value off precipitation, and (a)
N2O, (b) CH4 and (c) CO2.

5. Concllusion and Discussion
D
The resuults presenteed and discu
ussed in thiss
study haave contribuuted to gain
ning a betteer
understaanding and appreciation
n of climatee
change iin Iraq, andd the influen
nce of GHGss
brought about throough climatee variationss.
The maiin results off this study are
a presentedd
as follow
ws:
me series reelated to preecipitation inn
- The tim
Iraq hadd homogeneeous data spanning
s
thee
period uunder studyy, but the temperaturee
shifted ffor eight statiions after 199
93 and 1997 .
- Precipiitation had a non-significcant negativee
pattern, while tempeerature had a significannt
but slighht upward treend.
- GHG
Gs have beeen shown to have a
significaant correlatioon with temp
perature, buut
with a considerablyy less relatiionship withh

precipitation.
As such, it can
n be concluuded that cliimatic
con
nditions in Irraq are influuenced by GHGs,
G
thu
us causing climate changge over the period
p
of study.
s
Furrthermore, itt was found that precipiitation
wass homogen
nous havin
ing one mean
thro
oughout the period, whe
hereas tempeerature
had
d breakpointts in all eiight stationss (i.e.
inh
homogeneouss). The ann
nnual tempeerature
had
d a small but significannt positive trend,
whiile precipitattion decreaseed over the period
p
of study.
s
A sim
milar study coonducted in China
by Shen, et al. (2018)
(
foundd that precipiitation
and
d temperaturre had breaakpoints oveer the
perriod of stud
dy and thaat the max
ximum
tem
mperature inccreased overr time, while the
min
nimum tem
mperature aand precipiitation
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tended to decrease.
The temperature in Iraq also showed a point
change after 1993 and 1997, which could
have been influenced by GHGs or other
climatic conditions such as the El-Nino
effect. Similar results by Alsarmi and
Washington (2011) in the Arabian Peninsula
on climate change found that there were
many points of change after the middle of
1997 due to the El-Nino pattern effect.
Altitude and mountainous regions in Iraq also
influence both precipitation and temperature
and different climate patterns. The study by
Al-Khalidi et al. (2017) found that the EOFs
of both temperature and precipitation in Iraq
are influenced by the orography of the area.
A similar study by Ali et al. (2019) found
that decreasing water levels in the Dukan
Dam situated on the Zab River were due to
the decline in precipitation in the Iraqi
region.
The GHG absorb the infrared radiation
causing the greenhouse phenomenon that is
responsible for the increase of the
temperature. The precipitation correlated
negatively with the GHG emissions in Iraq.
A similar study of Meehl et al. (2007)
identifies that the temperature increases with
rising of GHG, while the precipitation
decreases with the increases of the GHG
emissions in the subtropical region.
In conclusion, there is no doubt that climatic
conditions in Iraq are influenced by an
increase in GHG concentrations. The rise in
temperatures and a decrease in precipitation
are noticeable signals of climate change.
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